
 
 

Instructions 
 
Thank you for purchasing the Track Formula Drive-By-Wire Throttle Pedal Adapter for Evo 7,8 & 9. 
This adapter allows fitment of the Evo 10 Throttle Pedal. 
 
 
What’s in the box?  
 

 Connector, seals and pins plus 2 spare pins (if purchased) 

 Bracket 

 Mounting hardware (3x M8x35 socket head, 1x M8x55 socket head, 7x M8 washers, 1x M8 
large washer, 4x M8 nyloc nuts) 

 Delrin Throttle Stop (threaded to suit existing stud) 

 Delrin Bush (for blanking the old cable hole in the bulkhead) 
 
 

Tools Required 
 

 Allen Key/Allen Socket 6mm 

 13mm Spanner 

 Drill with 8.5mm Drill Bit 
 
 

Notes 
 

1. The Evo 10 throttle pedal has been characterised by Motec so is able to be used with a 
Motec ECU. Please investigate if another ECU is used. 

2. The throttle stop supplied MUST be used to ensure correct operation. 
3. Brand new plugs, pins and seals for the throttle pedal are available from Track Formula 
4. Included in these instructions is the pinout diagram for the pedal wiring 
5. Installation requires the carpet and sound proof material to be removed 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Installation Steps 
 

1. Start off by removing the old pedal and cable setup 
2. Mount the pedal to the bracket off the car and ensure its secure 
3. Install the bracket to the existing mounting points on the car  
4. Mark and drill the metal plate referenced below with an 8.5mm drill bit 
5. Remove bracket and ensure hole is in the correct position as per image below. This will 

ensure correct alignment and operation 
6. Re-attach the bracket and pedal setup to the car. Be sure to include the metal collar/spacer. 
7. Use the supplied plastic bush to block off the hole for old cable setup. You may need an 

assistant to help hold the fastener inside the engine bay as it’s tightened 
8. Thread on the included throttle stop to the stud in the floor  DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN 
9. Finally, ensure the pedal travels through its movement freely and hits the stop 

 
 

Contact Information 
David – 07930073484  
david@trackformula.co.uk 
www.trackformula.co.uk 
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